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Despite advances in immunochemotherapy CLL remains an incurable disease.. Allogeneic haematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) has proven curative potential with ability to overcome adverse prognostic factors, however due to its toxicity it is
generally perceived as the last option. We performed retrospective study to explore the outcomes and possible determinants
of survival in the unselected consecutive cohort of 68 CLL patients (median age 59 years) receiving reduced intensity HCT
as a part of salvage therapy in 2 Czech centers. The median interval from diagnosis to HCT was 69 months with median 3
of prior regimens, all patients were refractory to purine analogues. 49% of patients were transplanted with advanced (i.e.
refractory or progressive disease or CR/PR>3), 38% had high risk cytogenetics. With median follow-up of 35 months the
3-year Kaplan-Meier survival probability for OS and PFS were 39% and 26%, respectively. Altogether 18 patients (26%) have
relapsed or progressed. During the follow-up 41 patients died, 32 (78%) of transplant related factors (NRM), the others of
relapse or disease progression.Univariate analysis failed to identify any clinical and pre- or post-transplant variables having
clear prognostic significance for OS or PFS. The marginal OS advantage favoring HCT performed recently was detected
(3-year OS: 31% for HCT until 2006 and 47% thereafter, p=0.0923). In multivariable hazards model only the female donors
were associated with shorter OS (HR 2.278, p=0.016) whereas transplanted T-cell> 2.75x108/kg predicted inferior PFS(HR
1.957, p=0.035). No prognostic impact of donor type, age of donor and recipient, HLA mismatch, disease status pre-HCT,
number of previous therapy lines, interval from dg. to HCT and number of transplanted hematopoietic cells was found. Our
findings support the conclusion that alloHCT is able to overcome well known negative cytogenetic prognostic factors and
that preferring male to female donors could be beneficial.
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Highly effective chemoimmunotherapy regimens have
significantly improved the outcome of patients with chronic
lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) [1-3]. Despite these advances
CLL remains an incurable disease and virtually all patients will
relapse. However, long-term PFS is possible with allogeneic
haematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) and its curative
potential with ability to overcome adverse prognostic factors (namely 17p abnormalities and unmutatedIgVH) was
convincingly demonstrated [4-6]. Because of the high toxicity
the procedure was historically limited to the young patients.
Advances in supportive care and the advent of reducedintensity conditioning (RIC) regimens allowed to profit from
this procedure to older age groups and promising results
were published [4-5 ,7-9]. However historically there has

been reluctance for using unrelated donors as unrelated HCT
for older patients has been considered to be compromised
with unacceptable high transplant related-mortality. More
sophisticated HLA typing and expanded pool of unrelated
donors worldwide allowed refinements in the donor selection
and recently similar outcomes using related and unrelated
donors were reported [4-10]. Although genoidentical sibling
is still a donor of choice, the unrelated donors are currently
considered equivalent alternative [10].
The heterogeneity of disease behavior raises the question
of appropriate indication and timing of HCT. The EBMT
consensus criterion recommends allogeneic HCT for younger
patients nonresponsive or early relapsing after purine analogues therapy and in patients with 17p abnormalities [11].
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However these criteria were formulated on the basis of limited
long-term RIC-HCT data and before the advent of highly effective novel therapies.
In an effort to further elucidate this question we have
performed retrospective analysis in a cohort of consecutive
patients who received allo RIC-HCT in 2 Czech transplant
centers. The aim was to evaluate the factors that seemed to
be the most significant determinants of HCT outcome in this
specific patient group.

Table 1. Characteristics of the patients
Characteristic

Patients (n=68)

Median age at HCT -years (range)
59 (31-71)
Patients ≥ 65 years (%)
8 (12)
Patients 50-64 years (%)
55 (81)
Patients < 50 years (%)
5 (7)
Males (%)
54 (79)
No of transplanted before 01.01.2007 (%)
29 (43)
No. of previous lines of therapy – median (range)
3 (1-6)
Interval to HCT since dg – median months (range)
69 (3-162)
*Disease status at HCT: stable disease (%)
35 (51)
advanced (%)
33 (49)
Cytogenetic risk group: Low/intermediate (%)
24 (35)
High (%)
39 (57)
Unknown (%)
5 (7)
p17del present (%)
20 (29)
IgVHunmutated (%)/IgVH mutated (%)
38 (56)/4 (6)
IgVH unknown (%)
26 (38)
Donor type: matched sibling (%)
22 (32)
matched unrelated (%)
46 (68)
Matched unrelated:
10/10 HLA matched (%)
31 (67)
		
9/10 HLA matched (%)
15 (33)
Recipient-donor sex combination: male-male (%)
32 (47)
		
male-female (%)
22 (32)
		
female -female (%)
4 (6)
		
female-male (%)
10 (15)
Graft type:
BM (%)
4 (6)
PBSC (%)
64 (94)
Conditioning: FLU/MEL (%)
32 (47)
FLU/CY (%)
23 (34)
FLU/MEL/ATG (%)
2 (3)
FLU/CY/ATG (%)
11 (16)
Donor/recipient CMV match: Negative/negative
5 (7)
		
Mismatch (-/+ or+/-)
27 (40)
		
Positive/positive
36 (53)
CD 34+ cells transplanted x 106/kg median (range)
5.4 (0.91-12.99)
T-lymphocytes (CD3+ cells) transplanted x 106/kg – 2.67 (0.17-5.80)
median (range)
Acute GVHD (any) (%)
37 (54)
Acute GVHD ≥ gr.III
7 (10)
Chronic GVHD (% of 55 pts evaluable)
28 (51)
* i.e. refractory or progressive disease or CR/PR>3

Patients and methods
Patients. This is a retrospective analysis of all consecutive patients with CLL who underwent allogeneic HCT from
either related or unrelated donor following RIC conditioning
in 2 Czech centers (University Hospital Pilsen and University
Hospital Olomouc) between July 2001 and May 2012. Baseline
transplant data and post-transplant outcomes were extracted
from the institutional transplant databases and the individual
medical records of each patient. Altogether 68 consecutive
patients transplanted between July 2001 and May 2012 were
identified. All patients signed local informed consent for the
anonymized analyses of clinical data.
Study definitions and endpoints. Cytogenetics risk status
was counted as high for del17p, 11q or complex abnormalities and low for del13q cases. All others were considered
as standard cytogenetic risk. Complete remission (CR),
partial remissions (PR) stable (SD) and progressive disease
(PD) were defined according to the National Cancer Institute Working Group criteria for CLL used at the time these
HCT were performed [12]. For analysis the CLL status at
the time of HCT was classified as either early (CR/PR≤3,
SD in <2nd relapse) or advanced (CR/PR>3, progressive or
refractory disease). Primary outcomes were overall survival
(OS), progression-free survival (PFS, defined as survival
without death, relapse or progression), non-relapse mortality
(NRM, defined as any death in continuous remission) and
hematologic relapse.
Statistical analysis. Patient characteristics were summarized using frequency tables and standard descriptive statistics.
Probabilities of overall survival (OS) and progression-free
survival (PFS) were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method.
Univariate analyses to evaluate differences in survival between
groups of patients were performed using the log-rank test
and Wilcoxon test. The Cox proportional hazards model was
considered for the survival modelling to specify the role of
individual prognostic factors in assessing the OS and PFS.
The multivariable Cox proportional hazards model (stepwise
regression) was used for identification of the significant prognostic factors on OS and PFS. Level of statistical significance
α = 0.05 was used in all analyses.All computations were
performed using the SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
NC, USA) and STATISTICA software (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa,
OK, USA).
Results
Patient characteristics. A total of 68 patients were included.
The main pre-transplant characteristics and transplant variables are summarized in table 1. The median patient age was
59 years (range, 31 to 71).
Cytogenetics risk, disease status and other prognostic factors. Cytogenetic data were available for 63 patients (93%)
and 24 (38%) belonged to high risk whereas 9 (14%) to low
risk category. In 9 (14%) patients del17p was present; TP53
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Figure 1: Overall and progression free survival of all patients

mutation testing was not performed. IgH mutational status
was assessed in 42 patients (62%) with 38 (90%) being unmutated.
Disease status. The median interval from diagnosis to HCT
was 69 months (range 3-162) with median 3 of prior regimens
(range 1-6). All patients were refractory to purine analogues.
No patient was being treated with 1st line rituximab, 15 patients (22%) having received it in ≥2nd line of therapy. 54%
of patients were transplanted with stable disease and in 49%
CLL was classified as advanced (i.e. refractory or progressive
disease or CR/PR>3).
Donors&HLAmatching&stem cell source. Donors were
22 HLA identical siblings and 46 unrelated HLA-A,-B,-C,DR,-DQ completely matched (allelic level by high resolution
typing) donors (10/10, n = 35) or partially mismatched (9/10,
n = 11). Peripheral blood stem cells (PBSC) were the stem cell
source in all but 4 patients (6%).
Conditioning, GVHD prophylaxis and treatment. RIC
regimens consisted of fludarabine in combination with
melphalan or cyclophosphamide. ATG simultaneously with
RIC conditioning regimens was used in 13 patients (19%).
GVHD prophylaxis was based on cyclosporine in all patients.
Incidences of grades I-IV acute GVHD and chronic GVHD
were determined according the established criteria [13, 14].
Chronic GVHD was evaluated in patients who survived at
least 100 days with sustained engraftment.
Survival. With median follow-up of surviving patients of
35 months (range 6 – 110) the 3-year Kaplan-Meier survival
probability estimated for OS and PFS were 39% and 26%,
respectively (Figure 1). Altogether 18 patients (26%) have
relapsed or progressed. During the follow-up 41patients died,
32 (78%) of transplant related factors (NRM), the others of
relapse or disease progression.

Figure 1. Overall and progression free survival of all patients

Table 2. Prognostic factors for OS and PFS
OS
Prognostic factor
Univariate analysis
Patient age (years)
Poor risk cytogenetics
Del p17
Disease status at HCT – advanced disease
> 3 lines of treatment pre-HCT
Interval dg. to HCT > 5 years
Unrelated donor
Donor age >35 years
Donor sex – female
Number of CD34+ cells transplanted >5.5x106/kg
Number of T-cells (CD3+) transplanted >2.75x108/kg
HLA mismatch
Multivariable analysis
Donor sex – female
Number of T-cells (CD3+) transplanted >2.75x108/kg

PFS

HR

95 % CI

P

HR

95 % CI

P

1.34
1.30
1.49
1.63
0.97
0.88
0.72
1.34
1.78
0.70
1.71
1.53

(0.92-1.86)
(0.96-2.55)
(1.15-2.33)
(1.09-2.84)
(0.79-1.38)
(0.53-1.45)
(0.51-1.28)
(0.87-1.92)
(1.03-2.68)
(0.48-1.60)
(0.88-2.88)
(0.95-2.34)

0.361
0.410
0.253
0.117
0.928
0.675
0.288
0.361
0.071
0.274
0.085
0.238

1.27
1.23
1.24
1.06
1.21
0.86
0.65
1.27
1.74
0.95
1.69
0.99

(0.90-1.94)
(0.94-2.13)
(0.89-2.53)
(0.86-1.56)
(0.89-1.82)
(0.51-1.40)
(0.39-1.26)
(0.85-1.89)
(1.02-2.61)
(0.61-1.64)
(0.97-2.76)
(0.69-1.58)

0.397
0.487
0.496
0.826
0.531
0.595
0.143
0.397
0.064
0.867
0.066
0.966

2.278
-

(1.17-4.44)

0.016

1.96

(1.05-3.65)

0.035
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Acute and chronic GVHD. The overall incidence of acute
GVHD was 54.4%, whereas the incidence of grades III-IV
aGVHD was 10.3%.In 55 evaluable patients the overall incidence of chronic GVHD was 50.9% and 32.7% for extensive
GVHD.
Prognostic factors for survival. Univariate analysis failed
to identify any clinical and pre- or post-transplant variables
having clear prognostic significance for OS or PFS. Table 2
summarizes all variables tested. Only grafts with > 2.75x108
T-cells were marginally associated with worse OS and PFS
(HR 1.71, p=0.085 and HR 1.69, p=0.0656, respectively).
The marginal worse OS and PFS was also noted for female
donors (HR 1.78, p= 0.0716 and 1.74, p=0.0642, respectively).
Conversely, patient age, stage of the disease, cytogenetic risk,
presence of del p17 were not predictive of OS/PFS (Fig 2).
Likewise, a similar survival outcome was observed in patients
with related or unrelated donor. To unveil possible association of main outcomes with the year of HCT we looked at

Figure 2. Overall survival and progression free survival according to
cytogenetic risk (high risk = del17p, 11q or complex abnormalities, and
low risk = del13q cases, all others are considered as intermediate cytogenetic risk)

HCT performed until 2006 and thereafter. The marginal OS
advantage favoring HCT performed later was detected (3-year
OS: 31% for HCT until 2006 and 47% thereafter, p=0.0923)
with the suggestion that this was primarily due to lower NRM
after 2006 compared with earlier time period (3-year cumulative incidence of NRM 62% for transplanted until 2006 vs.
36% transplanted after 2006, p= 0,0912). All other variables
between these groups were similar (data not shown).
In multivariable analysis (Table 2) only the female donors
were associated with shorter OS (HR 2.278, p=0.016) whereas
transplanted T-cell> 2.75x108/kg predicted inferior PFS (HR
1.957, p=0.035)
Discussion
Despite introduction of highly effective new therapies in
CLL, allogeneic stem cell transplantation is still considered
as the only provencurative treatment [4-11]. However due to
its toxicity it is generally perceived as the last option. In our
retrospective study we explored the outcomes and possible
determinants of survival in the unselected consecutive cohort
of CLL patients that received RIC-HCT as a part of salvage
therapy.We demonstrate that RIC-HCT in our study group
cohort of patients provides sustained 3 year probability of
overall survival/progression free survival in39/26% of transplanted patients.
Compared with prior studies – both prospective and retrospective, myeloablative or nonmyeloablative – we observed
lower survival data [4-5, 8-10, 15]. The key series of RIC alloHCT have reported overall survival within range 50-60%
and PFS within range 36-43% [4-5,8,15].This was caused
predominantly by higher non-relapse mortality in our study
(47% cumulative incidence versus 16-23 % that were reported
elsewhere) [4-5, 8, 15]. However our study differs in some key
variables. The cited studies have significantly lower proportion
of purine analog refractory patients – from 47% in Dreger
study [4] to 87% in Sorror study [15] whereas in our cohort all
patients were purine analog refractory. Also the proportion of
patients with refractory/progressive disease at HCT differs in
majority of comparable studies. Except for the study of Sorror
et al which contains 55% of disease refractory patients [15] all
other comparable studies have lower numbers than 49% in our
cohort [4-5, 8]. Finally, the inferior survival data in our study
could be partly related to higher median age of our cohort in
contrast to other reports (59 years vs. 53-58 years) [4-5, 8, 15].
Moreover we included highest fraction of patients >65 years
and the lowest fraction of patients < 50 years of age. For example the study of Brown et al included 8% of patients >65 years
and 29 % < 50 years of age [8] whereas corresponding figures
for our study was 12% and 7%, respectively. It is reassuring,
we have observed trend for better survival for those patients
transplanted after 2006 (31 % versus 48% at 3 year, p=0,0923)
despite the groups have no difference in main variables (data
not shown). Sorror et al have found that lymph node size ≥ 5
cm and HCT CI score ≥1 predicts inferior OS [15]. Unfortu-
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nately we are unable to incorporate those variables into our
analyses because of missing data in majority of patients.
In accordance with others the presence of poor risk cytogenetics (including del p17) did not influence outcomes [4, 5,
8, 15] and the same was true for use of unrelated, even mismatched donor, age of the donor and number of transplanted
CD34+ cells (table 2).
The multivariate analysis reveals unexpected findings, the
female donors were significantly associated with inferior OS
(HR 2.278; CI 1.17-4.44; p = 0.016). Stern et al. suggested
that male aplastic anemia patients transplanted with female
donors had significantly decreased survival and best outcome
is achieved in patients with donor from the same sex [16].
Small number of our pairs (see table1) limits the ability to
confirm the hypothesis that sex matching is beneficial in
RIC allografted CLL patients. Our data from multivariable
analysis also provide evidence that patients transplanted with
T-cells (CD3+) >2.75x108/kg have inferior PFS (HR 1.96; CI
1.05-3.65; p= 0,035). We do not have clear explanation for this
and published data are scarce. Khouri et al did not observe
any association with number of CD3+ cells transplanted and
outcome [5] and other studies did not analyze this variable.
The relapse rates as well as rates of acute and chronic GVHD
between transplanted with >2,75 CD3x108/kg were not different comparing to opposite group, the only difference was
in NRM rate (60% versus 35%). The relative small number
of patients and heterogeneity of grafts (related and unrelated,
male and females, few were bone marrow grafts) impedes
reasonable explanation and all possible conclusion would be
speculative.
Our analysis is a retrospective study with all its inherent
limitations, i.e. mainly natural susceptibility to bias in patient
selection and heterogeneity of data. On the other hand it represents the real life experience of patients referred to alloHCT
according the EBMT recommendations outside the artificial
conditions in the trials. Also the highest median age among
published studies more accurately reflects reality of typical
CLL patient.
In conclusion, our finding supports the conclusions that
alloHCT is able to overcome well known negative cytogenetic
prognostic factors (fig. 2), especially del17p, and thus confirms
available data [4-6, 8-10, 15].We did not find any prognostic
impact of donor type, age of donor and recipient, HLA mismatch, disease status pre-HCT, number of previous therapy
lines, interval from dg. to HCT and number of transplanted
hematopoietic cells. On the contrary our data suggest that
preferring male to female donors would be beneficial. However
the significant transplant related mortality should be taken into
account and available promising data for inhibitors of B-cell
receptor kinases (ibrutinib, idelalisib) challenged the current
place of HSCT in treatment algorithms for CLL.
Notwithstanding that, alloHCT still remains the only
proven curative treatment for (ultra) high-risk CLL patient
[11, 17, 18] and ultimate impact of novel agents modifying
the role of HCT in the management of such patients has to be
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defined. Data so far suggests that alloHCT will continue to have
important place in the management of high-risk CLL patients
especially in case of BCR inhibitors failure [18].
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